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www.NorthCollierFire.com
The narrative of the emergency scenes we are involved in become a narrative in our own lives as we give our best efforts to resolve exigent and urgent matters.
Simply put, we want the experiences we share to be positive and we want to do a good job; that’s what the fire service is all about. To do so, we need a wellestablished and organized plan. Therefore, it is with a great sense of honor for the privilege to serve and with sincere appreciation to our community that we
present the 2018-2023 Strategic Plan for the North Collier Fire Control and Rescue District.
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Message from the FIRE CHIEF
On behalf of our North Collier Board of Fire Commissioners,
I am honored to provide you our 2018 Strategic Plan.
The fire service is a rapidly evolving business, both in demand
for services and in the expectations of the community we
serve. North Collier Fire prides itself on providing high
quality, professional All Hazards Response Services through
the efficient use of limited taxpayers’ dollars.

Introduction: A COMMUNITY DRIVEN STRATEGIC PLAN
Our community drives us. Our determination, The fire service has always been one that is
our energy and our ability to thrive is driven established for the community and centered
by the support and financial backing of on the well-being of its citizens; keeping
those we serve. Our community’s continued people safe and bringing them comfort in
investment in maintaining a cutting-edge times of great distress or tragedy. With such

During the course of the last few years, we have implemented
smart business practices such as performance matrices
and benchmarks, and have also instituted data-driven
decision making processes. We strive to make easy
access to public records, budgets and requests for services
through our interactive website and customer service driven
personnel. The transparency of our district far exceeds
regulatory standards, and simplifies the process for our
constituents including the building industry that can easily
request inspections, pay for services rendered and know
when to expect our personnel to arrive.

fire-rescue district provides us with the a charge, it is well-understood that being

The men and women of the North Collier Fire Control and
Rescue District are extraordinarily proud of the wide variety
of services we provide today, but also embrace the future as we look to enhance our ISO rating, strengthen
our community relationships and be the first fire agency in Southwest Florida to achieve agency accreditation.

(FFCA) Fire Training Center of the Year in become a narrative in our own lives as

As you advance through this strategic plan, you will find that we are proud of our strengths, but also identify
our weaknesses as we aspire to improve our organization’s mission. We recognize that emergency services
must remain flexible, and we must be able adapt as critical and large scale events will occur. We plan, train
and stand ready to face challenges, whatever they may be, including wildfires, hurricanes, mass violence
incidents, hazmat releases and marine rescues.
We could not effectively accomplish many components of our mission and strategic goals without the support
of our partnerships with other first responder agencies including Collier County EMS, Collier County Sheriff’s
Office and the surrounding fire agencies.
We live by a moto of Honor-Service-Pride. It is our honor to serve our community with pride.
This strategic plan will be used to guide the District through both short and long-term progressive objectives.
We hope you find it informative.
Sincerely,

James M. Cunningham

opportunity to respond prepared, prompt, a trusted member of the fire service is a
professional, well-equipped and well- great honor and privilege. The personnel
trained. With such support, we have of your fire district wear the uniform with
attained much success. In 2016, we were the understanding of their obligation and
named District of the Year by the Florida duty; to serve with honor and integrity; in
Association of Special Districts, and we mind and spirit every day. The narrative
received the Florida Fire Chiefs’ Association of the emergency scenes we are involved
Award. This year, our Division Chief of Fire we give our best efforts to resolve exigent
and Life Safety, Eloy Ricardo, was awarded and urgent matters. Simply put, we want
Firefighter of the Year and our Public the experiences we share to be positive
Information Officer, Heather Mazurkiewicz, and we want to do a good job; that’s what
was recognized as Volunteer Firefighter the fire service is all about. To do so, we
of the Year by the State Fire Marshal’s need a well-established and organized
Office. We continue to receive recognition plan; so, it is with a great sense of honor
for our services, our work processes and for the privilege to serve and with sincere
our personnel, and it is directly attributed appreciation to our community that we
to the support of our community.

present the 2018-2023 Strategic Plan for

We grow as a department and as
individuals in each customer service
encounter...

the North Collier Fire Control and Rescue
District.
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Introduction Continued
This is one of the most important
documents implemented by our
organization. The contents and
substance of this plan will establish
our agency’s short and long-term
goals; serving as a guide-map for
our personnel and a promise to
our community. This document is
a vital component to our continual
process improvement strategy and
establishes the vision of what our
agency will look like and embody
in the years to come. Our five-year
plan is expected to improve the overall quality of
services we offer our constituency and to communicate
the good intentions of this agency to properly utilize
community investments and resources; with integrity
and transparency. Each year, as we evaluate our
progress to meet the goals and objectives of our
plan, we shall further implement the community’s
wants and needs; ensuring that the North Collier Fire
Control and Rescue District is a model organization
for community-driven public service.

from sources to Fire Rescue resources

incorporates recommendations based upon the
data that we retrieve by use of sophisticated
analytical software. Methods for implementing
best practices in the fire-rescue service
recommended by the International City / County
Managers Association (ICMA) and the Center
for Public Safety Excellence’s Commission on Fire
Department Accreditation International (CPSE
/ CFAI) have also been applied. Moreover, we
have referenced scholarly articles, publications
and professional theory regarding quality
management and quality assurance.

The leadership of this organization believes in
backing-up, with research, the credibility of the
information you come across in this analysis.
As you read this document, please note that it
6
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The Planning Process
A strategic plan is truly a community service
learning project. It was of utmost importance to
produce this plan with the input of our community
and our personnel as its foundation. We held
external and internal stakeholder group sessions
as a means of learning new ways to achieve a
higher level of performance; based on their standards and expectations. The stakeholder meetings
were held over a two-day period and promoted
months in advance to provide an adequate
amount of time for our desired audience to be
notified and to accommodate their planned at-

we serve. There is a positive synergistic effect to
working collaboratively with our citizens, businesses and partnering agencies to solve community issues. We can leverage the expertise of
our constituents to our mutual advantage and
expand our portfolio of services, or rather refine
them, to meet the high standard of service that
the community expects and deserves. Together,
we can accomplish more and create better final
outcomes than if our agency worked alone. Our
constituent’s feedback is continually needed, and
it is vital to our fire-rescue district’s success in
living up to their expectations.

tendance into their schedules. As a result of these
learning events, we were able to attain some
honest and constructive feedback from the com-

OUR BUSINESS PRACTICES REPRESENT OUR PEOPLE,
OUR COMMUNITY, AND OUR QUALITY OF SERVICES
In the implementation of this plan, the Fire Chief expects,
through the involvement and input of personnel, a
dedicated, unified and proactive workforce; a workforce
with good character and high moral standards; a workforce
with a concern for quality; a workforce dedicated to
meeting all changes and challenges that are raised by
the community and evolving professional standards with

Honor, excellent Service and Pride of workmanship.
8

munity and our esteemed personnel; the outcome
of which has guided us in to a new organizational vision.

What is a community-driven strategic
plan? Taking a Closer Look at What Our
Community Needs....

A community-driven strategic plan is one that
incorporates the public’s wants and needs to
acquire community-developed standards. This
ensures that the community maintains control over
how services are tailored and how their standards
evolve.
The North Collier Fire Control and Rescue District appreciates and values the input from those
9
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Answering Community
Needs: extending our
public outreach is a
never-ending pursuit

media outlets, customer feedback surveys

We are making every effort to solicit

with our community is always the greatest

and the Community Emergency Response
Team (CERT). In developing this plan,
we have also identified areas to improve
upon and ways to jumpstart new methods
of requesting public opinion. It is our
sincere belief that a unified partnership

feedback and give our constituents a

pathway to success in solving the public

new and improved ways to extend our

outreach as a high priority goal in this

voice. In the fire service, being accessible safety issues before us. Therefore, we
have placed community relations and
to the community is a must; therefore,
public outreach is a never-ending pursuit.
Examples of our efforts to engage our
citizens and stakeholders include the Fire

plan.

Get Involved and Join Our
Community Emergency Response Team

Chief’s Council, the EMS Council, social

10
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OUR FIRE DISTRICT

rescue (USAR), air rescue, hazardous materials

The North Collier Fire Control and Rescue District

safety divers, marine firefighting and rescue via

Defining our Customers: The
Customer Service Encounter

our fireboats. We also provide comprehensive risk

Our customers range from people to businesses and

was founded in 2015 by the merger of two
existing special independent fire districts – the

technicians (HAZMAT), open water rescue, public

reduction through our fire prevention division and

North Naples Fire Control and Rescue District and through public outreach programs.

other government agencies. Essentially, our customers
are any entity or person in need of our service, aid or

the Big Corkscrew Island Fire Control and Rescue

The district’s increasing role and responsibility as

consult. Our customer encounters often involve an effort

District. Our agency delivers emergency response

a public safety agency exceeds that of providing

to resolve an emergency or a difficult situation; which

to a current volume of more than19,000 calls per

a traditional fire and EMS service. We are an

is often dispatched through the 911 system. However,

year; providing emergency services to various

all hazards resource for our community, and

we provide other services such as public education, fire

types of hazardous conditions. Concerning our

we strive to serve as a reliable problem solving

inspections and construction plan reviews that provide

call volume, we seem to be experiencing more

engine. As a proactive and engaged agency, we

other pathways of connecting with the community,

and more emergencies as people come to Naples are continually looking for new and improved

partnering agencies and businesses. It is important

to reside, conduct business or vacation; each

ways to conduct business and to avoid being

to identify our customers and our customer service

year is a record breaking year. The services we

custodians of the status quo. We pride ourselves

encounter to draft a strategic plan. We cannot meet the

offer to live up to our all hazards mission, include

on being an organization that gets better all the

needs and expectations of our community if we cannot identify those we serve.

fire suppression, emergency medical services

time and uncovers new approaches to get aid

(EMS), technical rescue (TRT), urban search and

and resources where we need it most.

Our fire-rescue district’s customer service encounters are made through seven (7) points of contact:
fire suppression response, FL certified EMT and Paramedic Emergency Medical Services, specialized
emergency rescue and response services, fire prevention / life safety, marine rescue and hazard
mitigation, non-emergency public assistance, and community relations. Our points of contact are
administered and monitored through four (4) divisions; Fire Operations, Life Safety & Prevention, EMS
and Training, and Fire Administration.

Our Customers Include:

12

All who dial 911 for assistance

Citizens

Visitors / Tourists

Local Businesses / Employees

Patients

Other Government Agencies

Area Hospitals

Commuters / Traffic

Schools

Neighborhoods

Bordering Fire Districts

The Building Industry

Nursing Homes

Assist. Living Facilities

Day Care Occupancies

Natural Resources / Preserves

Churches

Political Representatives
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FIRE-RESCUE PERSONNEL
Our personnel operate in a highly dynamic environment where tactics and
strategies shift. We receive sporadic,
unplanned calls for service and we are

always open for business - 24/7.

Our

responders witness first-hand the harsh
realities that take place within our community. They face extraordinary dangers
and challenges as they race to save life
and property; always in an effort to do
so in record time and in any given emergency at a moment’s notice. Their central
mission is to make sure that every neighborhood and every citizen gets served
well; responding to bring comfort, safety
and relief during anyone’s experience of
distress or tragedy.

Care for our Personnel is Crucial
Parallel to their efforts, our organization
must also strive to address the post-incident
stress that our responders may suffer as
a result of their service and sacrifice. The
aftermath of a critical incident can leave anyone numb or unable to deal with the emotional strain leading to a
condition called post incident stress. Recognizing and providing appropriate care for post-incident and posttraumatic stress is a crucial issue and a high priority focal point of our organization’s strategy. Further, the nature
of operational emergency shift work is known to cause sleep disorders, and the occupational exposures that
our responders face include communicable disease, musculoskeletal injury, heart and lung disease and cancer.
We are committed to responding to the needs of our personnel to keep them as safe and healthy as possible in
an inherently dangerous profession. The health and well-being of our responders is paramount to the health of
this organization and the community at large.
14
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Keeping our Community Safe: We serve to ensure that North Collier is renowned as a safe place to live, work and enjoy life.
Public safety enhances the livability of communities...
We believe that our community’s
reputation and standing as a premier
residential and international business
community rests on our shoulders.
People expect their fire-rescue district
to provide lifesaving, safety and
security services essential to preserving
a high quality of life. Public safety
enhances the livability of communities,
the health of its inhabitants and
economic viability. Our priority
is to meet the expectations of our
community; retaining our community’s
good reputation as a great and safe
place to live, work and enjoy life.

Population and Demands

Population and Demands Cont...
This population is in contrast to the
resident population that resides
year-round or seasonally. This
increase of people into the district
is estimated to be an influx of
100,000 based on traffic counts
for the main roadways; however,
a comprehensive, formal study will
need to be undertaken to achieve
an improved accuracy in the
evaluation. The adjusted population
also increases during the many
special events that occur within
our community; such as golfing
events, farmers markets, concerts,
charity auctions and exhibitions.
The attraction to our district for

Our fire district encompasses 264

inhabitance, employment and play

sq. miles of land in unincorporated

places a parallel demand on the

Collier County, Florida and is home

fire-rescue district for emergency

to roughly 143,000 annual residents.

services, hazard mitigation and

Our district also serves a commuter-

public education. This plan is

adjusted and transient-adjusted

drafted to address community

population; also referred to as a day-

needs and demands based on the

time population and tourism spiked

best available data with respect

population, respectively. To clarify, this

to our growing community; urban

is the number of people who visit or travel through the district for business, hospitality and commercial

development; demographic changes; population concentrations, distribution and growth.

purposes every day.

16
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Internal Controls: Planning, Monitoring, Assessing, Improving
The nature of our services and work environment can present at times as a balancing act; sending

Connecting the Community and Data in Powerful Ways
We use sophisticated software to forecast our needs, measure the impact of new development, model

needed resources to various incidents that may be concurrent and complex in nature. With this in mind,

potential improvements and to monitor our mission response effectiveness; connecting the community

we have to prioritize, develop tactical responses and think up new ways to reach the growing demand

and data in powerful ways. Good information is always the leading basis for our decisions, with the

for our service with the limited resources that we have.

organizational belief that

Our internal controls for quality are designed

We have been producing geographic maps with data and overlays of analytics to support capital

to achieve operational breakthrough. To

improvement projects. This also helps us to resolve issues such as inequities in service, response time

realize new levels of improved services, we

improvements, deployment of emergency units and proper distribution of services. We also have

have to focus on the “vital few” systemic

software that provides real-time data and resource tracking via dashboards. The dashboards we

issues that affect more than 80% of the quality

have constructed allow us to turn real-time data into actionable information. We are currently the only

of our services. Concurrently, a downgrade

agency in Collier County to employ such software as an internal control for quality assurance.

powerful data results in empowered decisions.

of emphasizing too much attention on
solving the “trivial many” problems that have
very little effect on productivity and quality

Placing Public-Safety on the Map: Open data strengthens public trust and confidence.

needs to be managed. This triage approach
to quality control was conceptualized by
Joseph Juran in his work pertaining to quality
assurance and improving management
performance. Juran’s concept, in brief, is that
80% of an organizations poor performance
can be traced to a few, vital, root causes.
Juran defined breakthrough as “dynamic
change,” and, “the organized creation
of beneficial change and the attainment
of unprecedented levels of performance” (Juran, 1964). Our agency understands the benefit of
prioritizing and constructing a purposeful quality assurance road map.

Live’s hang in the balance of what we prioritize.

18
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The SWOT Analyses: Remaining Self-Critical
An essential component to drafting a strategic plan is to
identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
(SWOT) by analysis. During our stakeholder meetings,
we asked the participants to provide their own SWOT
analyses of our organization. The SWOT analyses we
collected provided constructive criticism; from the vantage
point of our citizens and our personnel. These submissions
were collected anonymously to facilitate honest appraisals.
By conducting an honest, self-critical SWOT, we can
recognize where we stand, how we’re performing and
where we, as an agency and community, would like to
see the organization move into the future.

20
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•
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•
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•

STATE OF EMS UNCERTAINTY
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Organizational Background

FIRE-RESCUE DIVISION

The North Collier Fire Control and Rescue District consists of four
divisions made up of 169 sworn EMT-firefighter shift personnel,
4 Chief Administrative Officers, 28 administrative staff, 24

The Operations Division is comprised of

fire prevention and life safety personnel; over-seen by our 5,

three rotating shifts, each responsible for

community elected, Fire Commissioners.

24-hour response to calls for emergency

The Mission, Motto and Vision:

Our Mission: To protect lives and property in an efficient, yet
effective manner, while maintaining the utmost level of respect

service and non-emergency assistance.
Operations also has a D – Shift which

for one another and illustrating a high standard of ethics and

handles special events and special

dedication to the care of our customers.

services on a rotating, non-24 hour,

Our Motto: Honor - Service - Pride

basis. Personnel are all-risk, fire and

Our Vision: Efficient, Effective and Quality Service Today and

array of emergencies, including fire

life safety responders, handling a wide

Tomorrow.

suppression, advanced life support

Our Commitments
To Our Residents and the Community: We are committed

medical emergencies, dive and marine
rescue, hazardous material response

to meeting the needs and expectations of our residents today

and technical rescue operations. These

and in the future, to develop innovative solutions to the service

personnel respond from ten fire stations

delivery challenges we encounter, and to provide rapid

located throughout the district. Each shift

response delivered by dedicated and caring professionals.

To Our Employees: We are committed to providing a working

is led by three Battalion Chiefs, for a
total of nine, who manage and lead the

environment characterized by trust and respect, supportive of

operational effectiveness of the crews

open and honest communication, and fostering professional

and who command all critical incidents.

growth, community involvement, and illustrating the highest
ethical, moral and personal standards to incite public trust.
24
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Fire & Life Safety Division

Fire & Life Safety Division

The Fire Prevention Division is primarily

Our Existing Building Fire Inspectors inspect

responsible for conducting fire and life safety

existing occupancies using a grid system. Their

inspections in new and existing buildings, plan

work ensures that property within our district is

review for new construction and existing buildings

maintained and equipped to limit undue dangers

under renovation, delivering quality fire and

and enhance the well-being and safety of any

life safety public education programs and for

occupants.

conducting fire origin and cause investigations.

New Construction Fire Inspectors ensure that

The Fire Prevention Division is led by the Assistant

approved site and construction plans reflect the

Chief of Life Safety and Prevention who oversees

work being conducted in any new development;

our dedicated prevention staff.

such as high-rise buildings, hospitals, industrial

FIRE PLAN EXAMINERS

buildings, day cares and nursing homes. They
perform thorough building inspections on

Our fire plan examiners review site development

structural components, fire separations, fire

plans, new construction blueprints and existing

sprinkler design, fire suppression systems and fire

building renovation blueprints for fire code

alarm systems permitted within the district.

compliance. The Fire Plan Examiners work closely
with the Collier County Building Department,
engineers, architects and urban planners to ensure
that buildings within our district are constructed,
equipped, maintained and operated as to avoid
undue danger to the life and safety of occupants
from fire, smoke, fumes, and hazardous materials.
They also ensure that site development and real
property provide access to emergency vehicles,
have adequate water supplies and are equipped
with code compliant fire service appurtenances;
such as fire department connections and backflow
preventers. This is our first line of defense against
the threat of fire and our first quality assurance
measure to ensure life safety concerns within our
26

district are adequately addressed. Their complex,
cognitive work reduces the dangers within our
district and upholds our responsibility to maintain
our district’s good reputation as a safe community.
FIRE INSPECTORS

FIRE INVESTIGATORS
Our Division of Fire and Life Safety also provides
fire investigations to uncover the origin and
cause of fires that occur within our community.
In the aftermath of a fire, an investigation is
immediately launched to determine the cause.

Our fire inspectors examine new buildings, sites

Our investigators have specialized training,

under construction and existing structures to

certifications and licenses to conduct this

identify hazards and take mitigating action with

complex investigative work; as their findings can

the goal of educating builders, architects, and

result in criminal convictions of arsonists. A Fire

building occupants in our everlasting mission to

Investigator’s work is detail oriented, tedious

protect lives and property.

and cognitively challenging. Investigations
require a methodical and orderly examination
of the scene to collect evidence and document

findings. These personnel also have years of fire
service experience and expert knowledge of fire
chemistry and fire science.
FIRE AND LIFE SAFETY EDUCATORS
Lastly, our Division of Fire and Life Safety offers
a wide-array of educational programs to the
community that are inclusive and are purposefully
crafted to provide a sense of external stakeholder belonging to our agency. Examples of
these programs include CERT, CPR training,
crowd manager training, juvenile fire starters
program, the fire explorer post, and our high-rise
evacuation class. Through the Division of Fire and
Life Safety, we continually assess the potential
for eliminating risks and dangers within our
community, and we strive to implement effective
safeguards and programs to enhance the quality
of life within our community.

27
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program that offers the same

Training and
EMS Division:

variety of medical direction and
training within Collier County. The
services that our EMS staff can

The Challenge of

provide range from basic first aid

Maintaining Compliance

and patient care to sophisticated

with Local, State and

Advanced Life Support

National License and

interventions such as advanced

Certification Standards

airway management, intravenous
and intraosseous infusions,

A fundamental component

cardioversion, cardiac pacing and

of providing a skilled

complex drug therapies provided by

workforce is to ensure that

district paramedics.

they hold valid licenses and
certifications to practice in

Lastly, our EMS and Training

their respective field(s). The

Division also serves as a FL

challenge of maintaining

State recognized Fire Academy

compliance with local, state

in conjunction with Florida

and national license and

Southwestern College (FSW). The

certification standards rests

academy was recognized in 2016

with the Training and EMS

as the Florida Fire Training Center

Division. This division is

of the Year. As a result, the Division

responsible for the training,

also serves to produce fire-rescue

safety, health and well-being

professionals that will work in other

of our personnel. They work

areas throughout the County and

to provide the most effective,
efficient and prepared paramedics, firefighters,
emergency vehicle operators, and fire officers in
the State of Florida.
As previously mentioned, beyond firefighting, this
agency has taken on a wide spectrum of mission
related services. Each of these services require
specialized training to uphold the licenses and
28

certifications that the personnel have legally

The rigorous, continuing education program

attained to practice. Our training division and staff

ensures that our staff can treat the injured and ill

must provide intense ongoing training if the skill

within our district with the highest level of patient

levels of our personnel are to be maintained.

care and medical knowledge. The division also

The Training and EMS Division also provides
an advanced life support (ALS) credentialing

State. Therefore, the work of this
dedicated, core group of staff benefits other
communities and builds upon the good reputation
NCFR has as a fire-rescue organization.

invites stakeholder agencies to our training
exercises; as there is no other credentialing

program through a board of medical directors.
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FIRE-RESCUE STATIONS

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
The North Collier Fire Control and
Rescue District has been providing
some level of Emergency Medical
Services since 1961. Today the district
provides first response of Basic Life
Support (BLS) EMT’s and Advanced Life
Support (ALS) Paramedics. Emergency
Medical Services are governed by
our board of medical directors and
Division Chief of EMS and Training. We
also have a community driven EMS
Council that meets every two months
to create an open forum with the public
regarding our medical services and our
community’s public health issues.
Our district has an arrangement with the
Collier County Board of Commissioners
to allow our Paramedics to practice
Advanced Life Support skills prior to

North Collier Fire Control and Rescue District operates ten fire stations located strategically throughout

a Collier County EMS unit arrival. Our

the community. The location of our fire stations, as well as the apparatus and equipment housed in

staff can provide basic life support

them, is based on growth in our community and the specific needs within those areas: concerning

and advanced life support skills on

demographics, urban clusters, call volume, response times and potential emergencies based on the

scene and even continue care on a

geographical region. Geographical concerns include wildland fire equipment such as brush tucks and

Collier County ambulance to provide

water tenders; marine services for areas in close proximity to waterways; hazardous material team

a complete patient examination and

services for areas close to the highway and industrial occupancies; and technical rescue services for

treatment regime to the emergency

areas close to high-rise buildings and construction sites.

room transport destination; transferring
care to an equal or higher level provider
such as a registered nurse or physician,

30

respectively.
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Marine Services

Dive Rescue Team

The North Collier Fire Control and

The Dive Rescue Team responds to all types of situations involving water rescue including vehicles in canals, drownings and

Rescue District participates in a

recovery of evidence for the Collier County Sheriff’s Office. All Dive Team members are Dive Rescue I certified with some

Marine Emergency Response Team

also certified as Public Safety Scuba Instructors.

(MERT) System that covers the coast
of Collier County and navigable
inland waterways. The North Collier
Fire Control and Rescue District runs
command for MERT responses from
Wiggins Pass to the northern coast of
Collier County.
Boat Team Operations include
firefighters who are cross-trained as
boat operators and able to assist in water rescue operations, an important function in Collier County with its location on the
Gulf of Mexico. The District maintains three boats including a 36-foot Twin-Vee and a swift water inflatable vessel. Boat 41
is a 36 ft.′ Fire Boat with a 750 gallon pump and is both Advanced Life Support and dive equipped. Boat 41 is docked at
delivered in a water-borne environment. The District’s boat apparatus also includes a 17′ft. rescue boat, a 15′ft. rescue boat

Hazardous Materials Team

and a 19′ft. inflatable, swift-water boat. Our marine response system is utilized for several different types of emergencies;

The Haz-Mat Team continuously trains for incidents including chemical spills, leaks and radiological emergencies. This team

providing emergency medical services, transport of patients or persons in distress from water to land; salvage of vessels;

is also recognized as an official State of Florida Hazmat Response Team. Our agency utilizes three specialty apparatus

environmental hazard clean-up; dive rescue and firefighting capabilities.

to responds to HAZMAT emergencies. Special Response Unit 41 is a 1999 Freightliner and is also known as the “Science

the District-owned boat slip at Wiggins Pass and is a versatile vehicle which allows virtually all fire-rescue operations to be

Vehicle” as it is equipped with a mobile lab. It also houses a communications system, an integral part of responding to

Special Operations
The North Collier Fire Control and Rescue District offers specialty services provided by skilled firefighter and paramedics
that are trained to handle special rescue and emergency scene conditions. These personnel undergo countless hours
of training to achieve State licensure and the credentials to practice in their specialty service. Once credentialed, these
professionals can join a specialty team; HAZMAT, Technical Rescue, Dive Rescue, or Aviation.
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hazardous materials emergencies. Special Response Unit 42
carries extra boom for spill mitigation and serves as a backup
Squad for the District when needed. Haz-Mat 41 is a heavy
duty trailer used to carry all of the haz-mat equipment needed
at emergency scenes. The District also utilizes a second heavy
duty trailer, HM 42.
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Other Services Provided
The North Collier Fire Control and
Rescue District must always keep
up with the aging of equipment,
facilities and replenishing needed
supplies to support our mission. We
have a dedicated team, behind the
scenes, that works exclusively on
support programs and services that
are crucial to keeping our operation
running. The essential personnel in
administrative finance, technology
services, logistics, clerical support,

Technical Rescue Team

human resources and records management, ensure the efficient operation of our district and offices.

The Technical Rescue Team is trained for confined space, structural collapse, trench collapse, vehicle

Please see the table below which itemizes our essential duties related to planning, logistical tasks and

and machinery rescue and high-angle rescue operations. Members of this team have training beyond

support services:

firefighting to understand structural anomalies at disaster scenes. These team members are also members
of the SW FL Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) Florida Task Force 6 which provides specialized rescue
response to incidents that involve confined space, trench, low/high angle rope, swift water, and structural
collapse situations. Designated by the State of Florida, SWF USAR responds regionally and throughout the
state. The 72-member task force is composed of firefighters, paramedics, and specialists from the Bonita
Springs, Estero, San Carlos Park, South Trail, Iona McGregor, North Collier, and the Fort Myers Beach fire
districts, and the Lee County Division of Public Safety.

Aviation

SUPPORT PROGRAMS: LOGISTICS & ANCILLARY DUTIES
Administrative Clerical Support
Hydrant Testing and Maintenance SCBA Respiratory Program
Medical Supply Inventory and R&D
Fleet Maintenance
NFIRS State Reporting
Hose and Appliances Testing
EMS Training and Records
Ground Ladder Testing
Records Management
Uniforms
Quality Assurance
Special Teams
Tools and Equipment
Site Development Planning
Site Survey and Inspection Records
Personal Protective Equipment
Special Event Staffing
Capital Improvement Projects (CIP)
Fiscal Budget
Automatic and Mutual Aid
Radios
Citizen Surveys
Apparatus Testing
Bunker Gear Maintenance
Facilities
Safety and Health Program
Fire Prevention Code Compliance
Recertification Records
Community Outreach

In partnership with the Collier County Sheriff’s Office, our personnel carry out rescue missions and wildland
firefighting operations via a Bell UH-1H (Huey) helicopter.
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Capital Improvement Planning and Budgeting
ROI: Always striving to be Better Stewards of Taxpayer Investments:
An essential component to community-driven
strategic planning is to communicate capital
improvement strategies to our neighborhoods,
citizens and businesses. As our community grows
and changes, our agency must also evolve to

We can always do better for the
District,our citizens, businesses and visitors
by implementing a well-planned series of
investments; however, we sincerely believe that

keep pace.

any capital project should be vetted through

stakeholder involvement. Public involvement in the design, development and implementation of

capital projects ensures that the district ’s needs are well communicated and that the monetary
goals are aligned with and prioritized by community-driven standards. This section of the plan

covers priority issues with associated funding pertaining to additional stations, apparatus replacement
and facilities maintenance. Moreover, instituting the capital improvement planning section is dependent
upon the annual budget appropriations’ process to include general fund revenues, impact fees, reserve
funds, and overall District expenditures. The dates presented for buildings and apparatus are best
estimates based on service demands, industry practices, and District needs.

Proposed Fire Stations
We have identified six locations where future stations will be needed to meet the response needs of the
district. Four of these locations have been prioritized as the surrounding areas are experiencing rapid
growth and property development. These stations are meant to address fringe areas and population
density; maintaining a quality effective response force and response time throughout the district.
Airport Pulling Rd. & Orange Blossom - 7.81 Projected Daily Engine Runs
Oakes Blvd. & Vanderbilt Beach Rd, Naples, FL 34109 - 7.24 Projected Daily Engine Runs
1101 Sun Century Road - 3.72 Projected Daily Engine Runs
Fire Station 14 Located on 22nd Avenue NE and Desoto Blvd. - 0.79 Projected Daily Engine Runs
Station 410: Immokalee and Krape
EMS Station 10 Location -17596 Immokalee Rd, Naples, FL 34120
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Capital Improvement Planning: Proposed Fire Stations

Proposed Fire Stations Cont.

Station: Airport Pulling Rd. & Orange Blossom - Year needed - Urgent (2020)

Station 411: 1101 Sun Century Road- Year 2022

First Engine Travel Time for Structure Fire (Time Target = 4:00)

First Engine Travel Time for Structure Fire (Time Target: 4:00)

Before Scenario: 4:30|5:25

Before Scenario: 5:17|5:25

After Scenario: 4:07|5:11

After Scenario: 4:41|5:15

Improvement: 0:23 seconds|0:14 seconds

Improvement: 0:36 seconds|0:10 seconds

First Unit Travel Time for Medical Incidents (Time Target: 4:00)

First Unit Travel Time for Medical Incidents (Time Target: 4:00)

Before Scenario: 4:56| 5:26

Before Scenario: 5:30|5:26

After Scenario: 4:16|5:04

After Scenario: 4:53 |5:13

Improvement: 0:40 seconds|0:22 seconds

Improvement: 0:37 seconds|0: 13 seconds

Projected Engine Runs at 7035 Airport-Pulling: 7.81 runs per day

Projected Engine Runs at Station 411: 3.72 runs per day

New Construction: $2 - 5 million

New Construction: $2 million (refurbishment of current structure)

Personnel: 12 personnel - $1.058 million

Personnel: 12 - $1.058 million

Apparatus: $650,000 plus $150,000 equipment

Apparatus: $650,000 - $850,000 plus $150,000 equipment

Annual Operating Expenses: $1.25 million (varies depending on structure size)

Annual Operating Expenses: $1.25 million (varies depending on structure size)

Station: Oakes Blvd. & Vanderbilt Beach Rd, Naples, FL 34109 - Year 2021

Fire Station 14: 22nd Avenue NE and Desoto Blvd.

(Dependent on Rural Lands West Building Schedule)

First Engine Travel Time for Structure Fire (Time Target: 4:00)

First Engine Travel Time for Structure Fire (Time Target: 4:00)

Before Scenario: 5:48|5:25

Before Scenario: 8:13|5:25

After Scenario: 5:25|5:14

After Scenario: 7:51|5:22

Improvement: 0:23 seconds|0:11 seconds

Improvement: 0:22 seconds|0:03 seconds

First Unit Travel Time for Medical Incidents (Time Target: 4:00)

First Unit Travel Time for Medical Incidents (Time Target: 4:00)

Before Scenario: 5:52| 5:26

Before Scenario: 7:27|5:26

After Scenario: 5:21|5:09

After Scenario: 7:02|5:24

Improvement: 0:31 seconds|0:17 seconds

Improvement: 0:25 seconds|0:02 seconds

Projected Engine Runs at 3375 Vanderbilt Beach: 7.24 runs per day

Projected Engine Runs at Station 14: 0.79 runs per day

New Construction: $2 million

New Construction: $4 - $5.0 million

Personnel: 12 - $1.058 million

Personnel: 12 - $1.058 million

Apparatus: $650,000 plus $150,000 equipment

Apparatus: $650,000 - $850,000 plus $200,000 equipment

Annual Operating Expenses: $1.25 million (varies depending on structure size)

Annual Operating Expenses: $1.75 million (varies depending on structure size)
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Proposed Fire Stations Cont.
Station 410: Immokalee and Krape - Year 2023
First Engine Travel Time for Structure Fire
Before Scenario: 8:27|5:25
After Scenario: 8:27|5:25
Improvement: 0:00 seconds|0:00 seconds
First Unit Travel Time for Medical Incidents
Before Scenario: 7:21|5:26
After Scenario: 7:11|5:24
Improvement: 0:10 seconds|0:02 seconds
Projected Engine Runs at Station 410: 0.64 runs per day
New Construction: $3.5 - $4.0 million
Personnel: 12 - $1.058 million
Apparatus: $650,000 plus $150,000 for equipment
Annual Operating Expenses: $1.50 million (varies depending on structure size)

Station 10: 17596 Immokalee Rd, Naples, FL 34120 (Dependent on FDOT timeline)
First Engine Travel Time for Structure Fire
Before Scenario: 8:13|5:25
After Scenario: 8:59|5:30
Decrease: 0:46 seconds|0:05 seconds
First Unit Travel Time for Medical Incidents
Before Scenario: 7:27|5:26
After Scenario: 8:25|5:30
Decrease: 0:58 seconds|0:04 seconds
Projected Engine Runs at EMS Station 10: 1.61 runs per day
New Construction: $4 - $5.0 million
Personnel: 12 - $1.058 million
Apparatus: $650,000 - $850,000 plus $200,000 equipment
Annual Operating Expenses: $1.75 million (varies depending on structure size)
42
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Capital Improvement Planning and Budgeting Cont.

Apparatus Replacement Schedule
		

Apparatus Replacement Schedule:

		Marine Fire-Rescue Vessels

Our fire rescue apparatus are constantly in-service to the public. To be effective, these units need to be in a continual
state of good working order and serve with the utmost reliability. The life-span of our fleet differs from a conventional

Inventory #

Unit ID

Description

Date Purchased

Purchase Price

Year to Replace

vehicle due to the nature of our responses and the critical performance factors in which they are utilized for. Vehicle
mileage, engine hours, preventative maintenance by skilled mechanics, manufacturer build quality / components,

55

BO43

1999 17’ Twin Vee

7/1/97 or

$2,890.00

2023

$4,463.75

2021

11/9/1998

and availability of replacement parts all influence the life-span of our units. We strive to get the maximum life out of
our apparatus and place them in to a reserve status in the later years before officially retiring them. The tables below

56

1996 Avon 15’

BO40

April or June 1997

Inflateable

illustrate our current fleet and vehicle replacement needs within this plan period.

Current Status of the Fleet Replacement Program:

		
Inventory #

Unit ID

Description

Date Purchased Purchase Price

Unit ID

Description

Date Purchased

Purchase Price

Projected Budget
Year to Replace
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PU45

1998 Pierce

Projected Budget
Year to Replace

		
Inventory #

Projected Budget

3/8/1998

$227,970.33

2020

3/8/1998

$227,970.33

2020

3/8/1998

$539,000.00

4/24/2002

$310,154.00

2020

12/3/2003

$393,979.00

2022

7/3/2005

$246,730.00

2023

80

BR48

1965 REO 6 x 6

12/11/1990

$17,250.00

2020

4171

BR11

1969 Kaiser Brush Truck

4/18/2017

Donated

2021

8337

BR10

1997 American General Deuce

10/7/2008

$3,000.00

2022

Quantum
94

PU43

1998 Pierce
Quantum

98

LA48

1998 Pierce
Quantum

110

PU46

2002 Pierce
Quantum

115

EN12

2003 Pierce
Quantum

127

EN480

2005 Pierce
Quantum
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Apparatus Replacement Schedule Cont.

Apparatus Replacement Schedule Cont.

		

		

		
Inventory #

Special Response Units (SRU)
Unit ID

					

Description

Date Purchased

Purchase Price

		
Projected Budget

Vehicle

Staff Vehicles Cont.
Unit ID

Inventory

Date Purchased

Purchase Price

Year to Replace

Projected Budget
Year to Replace

86

SRU45

1999 Ford F-350 4 x 4

2/17/1999

$29,747.80

2021

2006 F-150

SV401

931

4/17/2006

$17,342.10

2021

90

SRU42

1999 Freightliner FL 70

1999

$170,868.00

2022

2007 Explorer

Insp 479

229

3/1/2007

$21,498.00

2023

91

SRU41

1999 Freightliner FL 70

1999

$170,868.00

2023

2007 F-150

Insp 471

344

3/5/2007

$17,089.50

2023

2007 F-150

Insp 476

1409

3/7/2007

$17,089.50

2023

2007 F-150

Insp 472

1223

1/8/2007

$17,089.50

2023

2007 F-150

Fleet 440

461

3/1/2007

$17,089.50

2023

2008 F-250

LT 441

1994

4/29/2008

$30,843.24

2020

		

Staff Vehicles

Vehicle

Unit ID

Inventory

Date Purchased Purchase Price

Projected Budget Year to Replace

2004 Explorer

SU 445

8342

10/31/2003

$27,874.89

2021

2005 Explorer

S402

126

2/16/2005

$23,427.25

2022

2006 Expedition

Technology 432

8346

3/3/2006

$28,822.00

2020

2006 Expedition

SV40

929

7/7/2006

$25,513.00

2020

2006 F-150

Marshal 465

8341

2/7/2006

$18,938.00

2022

Below are Leased Vehicles (At 60 months, we can opt to purchase, return, or continue on a monthly basis)

2017 Ford F-150
2017 Nissan

Insp 470

1174

2017

2022

Marshal 462

1175

2017

2022

LT 423

1721

2017

2022

Fleet 441

3172

2017

2022

S401

3178

2017

2022

Maintenance 442

3173

2017

2022

Frontier
2017 Chevy
2500
2017 Chevy
Silverado 2500
2017 Chevy
Silverado 2500
2017 Chevy
Silverado 2500
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Apparatus Replacement Schedule Cont.

Capital Improvement Planning and Budgeting Cont.

		
		

Staff Vehicles Cont.

Existing Facilities Repairs and Renovations

Below are Leased Vehicles (At 60 months, we can opt to purchase, return, or continue on a monthly basis)
Vehicle

Unit ID

Inventory

Date Purchased

Purchase Price

Projected Budget
Year to Replace

2017 Chevy

Batt 10

1724

2017

2022

Suburban
2017 Ford

Within this plan year, we have also identified four district facilites that will need a replacement or
repairs to the roof.
Exsting Facilities Roof Replacements are Needed for the Following:
Fire Station 40: 2019-2020 - Projected Cost at $55,000
Fire Station 44: No later than 2023 - Projected Cost at $175,000

Director 430

2173

2017

2022

Explorer

Fire Station 45: Immediate Need - Projected Cost at $250,000
Fire Prevention HQ Taylor Rd. : Resealed and Coated by 2020 - Projected Cost at $15,000-$20,000

2017 Ford

Insp 474

2172

2017

2022

Insp 474

3176

2017

2022

Insp 473

3177

2017

2022

Insp 477

2171

2017

2022

LT 420

3171

2017

2022

3175

2017

2022

Explorer
2017 Ford
Explorer
2017 Ford
Explorer
2017 Ford
Explorer
2017 Ford
Explorer
2017 Ford

Tech Manager

Explorer

430

2017 Ford F-150

LT 424

1722

2017

2022

2017 Ford Van

U49

3174

2017

2022

SOS

1723

2017

2022

2017 Nissan
Altima
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Fire-Rescue Strategic Plan Goals

Our Central Mission is to Ensure that Every Neighborhood & Every Citizen is Well Served
1. Emergency Management
2. Financial Management

1. Emergency Management
Outcome: Enhanced Service Provisions
Timeline for Completion: October 2020
Critical Tasks:

3. Agency Accreditation with the Center for Public Safety Excellence



Prepare staff to assume all levels of ICS positions and structure

4. Community Outreach - Organizational Communication



Perfect response at all levels for natural disasters, hurricanes, wildfires and environmental emergencies

5. Succession Planning and Mentorship Program



Build an organizational culture of preparedness for large scale emergencies

6. Agency Training Delivery and Design



Keep the community informed on ways to stay-safe and prepare

7. Comprehensive Standard Operating Guideline / Policy Review



Build stronger ties with partnering agencies and private organizations to work together and seamlessly through
large scale events



Maintain and build upon our skilled Urban Search and Rescue Team / Technical Rescue Team



Enhance wildfire response training and mission effectiveness



Development of a Disaster Cost Reimbursement Manual / Policy



Enhance Wildfire Mitigation Strategies

8. District Analytics / Planning

Expected Program Results: A well-trained fire district that can work seamlessly to manage incidents involving all
threats and hazards—regardless of cause, size, location, or complexity—in order to reduce loss of life, property and
harm to the environment (FEMA, 2015).

Division of Oversight: Fire Administration
Financial Impact Analysis:

52



Emergency Management training opportunities are provided with minimal financial expense through local
emergency operations centers. Often, the FEMA courses are free; however, some minor travel expenses may
be required. The Technical Rescue Team budget is at $3,000; which is down 70.44% from the last fiscal year.
The TRT is in a constant state of readiness and funds will be adequate to maintain the current equipment in good
repair / working order.



Wildfire mitigation has approximately $8,000 of funding but approximately $30,000 is needed annually.
Grant funding should also be considered.
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2. Financial Management
Outcome: Enriched District-Wide Financial Planning
Timeline for Completion: Recurring Annual Processes
Critical Tasks:


Establish a Long-term Replacement Program



Examine Revenue Streams



Examine Short- and Long-term financial investments



Evaluate and Streamline Procurement / Public Purchasing



Assess Support Services’ Divisional Needs



Review of all District Policies

Expected Program Results:


Measured Benefits and Costs for the Community and Board of Fire Commissioners



Plans to Address Budget Shortfalls



Forecast Future Needs – Reduce Financial Surprises



Remain a Leading Agency in Upholding Fiduciary Responsibility

Division of Oversight: Finance
Financial Impact Analysis: Current funding is adequate to meet program needs.

State Fire Marshal’s Office Recognition
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3. Accreditation with the Center for Public Safety Excellence
Outcome: District-Wide Organizational Improvement
Timeline for Completion: October 2020
Critical Tasks:


Identify personnel capable of achieving professional credentialing through CPSE/CFAI for Chief Fire Officer
(CFO), Fire Officer (FO), Chief EMS Officer (CEMSO) and other designations



Complete the five-year plan



Complete the Registered Agency Status requirements



Commence with Candidate Agency Status upon completing Registered Agency requirements

Expected Program Results:


Thorough identification of community risks and safety needs to address our All-hazards Response system



Enhance data driven outcome(s) for decision-making purposes – internally and externally



Develop and foster a continuous improvement philosophical culture



New methods or systems for addressing deficiencies while building organizational successes



Provide for an independent body to validate and verify District-wide system processes against Industry Best
Practices

Division of Oversight: Fire Administration
Financial Impact Analysis: Current funding is adequate to meet program needs.

A Fire Attack Crew Training for Vehicle Fires
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4. Community Outreach – Organizational Communication
Outcome: Enhanced Agency Branding and Marketing
Timeline for Completion: Annual Processes
Critical Tasks:


Create and implement an agency Communications/Marketing Leader



Continue with developing the Chief’s Council for future programmatic changes



Develop proper quantitative and qualitative survey instrumentation to measure District processes

Expected Program Results:


More coordinated District messaging for our Story



Streamlined District communications and centralized social media news platform



Continued External Stakeholder Group Sessions



Continued Internal Stakeholder Group Sessions



Continued monitoring of District SWOT analyses

Division of Oversight: Fire Administration
Financial Impact Analysis: Current funding is adequate to meet program needs.

Firefighter William Szczepkowski Educates a Resident on the use of the Lucas II
Device for Cardiac Arrest Patients
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5. Succession Planning and Mentorship Program
Outcome: Superior Organizational Development
Timeline for Completion: September 2023
Critical Tasks:


Form a team of personnel to address a personnel development program that utilizes the CPSE-CFAI recommendations and the IAFC Officer Development Handbook



Implement Local Government Best Practices Curriculum:

¾ ′

Harvard Kennedy School Executive Education

¾

′

Florida State University Local Governance Research Lab

¾

′

Florida Gulf Coast University Local Government Management Program

¾ ′

State of Florida Fire Officer Leadership Development Programs



Ensure that all agency leadership positions have a qualified understudy and future successor



Ensure that agency leaders build-up the next generation of public administrators

Expected Program Results:


Develop future managers and leaders through proven curriculum-based learning modalities



Sharing of job and tacit knowledge



A workforce that is engaged and ready to respond to the 21st Century All –hazard challenges

Division of Oversight: Joint - Fire Administration and Training
Financial Impact Analysis: Funding for curricula provided through the annual budget
process and divisional needs.
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6. Agency Training Delivery and Design
Outcome: Exceptional District-Wide Educational/Learning Delivery Platforms
Timeline for Completion: October 2020
Critical Tasks:


Survey the community for needs and risks and adapt training to meet those needs



Solicit personnel feedback to identify critical training needs



Employ technology for remote learning



Conduct a Degree, License and Certification Audit



Implement Plan, Do, Study, Act Cycles (PDSA) to analyze the benefits of training and the needed intervals
of specific training



Revamp training on customer service, patient advocacy and patient privacy

Expected Program Results:


′Improved Scheduling



Adapted Training to Accommodate the Growth of the Fire District / Agency



Technology for Academic Course Delivery



Periodic review of training, protocols, and public health issues



Open public meetings to inform our community and stakeholders of issues regarding their effective response
force and obtain feedback regarding essential services



Well-Trained Emergency Practitioners



An instituted and appropriate QA process regarding our All-Hazards mission

Division of Oversight: Joint - Fire Administration and Training
Financial Impact Analysis: Current funding is adequate to meet program needs.
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7. Comprehensive SOG/Policy Review
Outcome: District-Wide Standardization of Rules, Regulations, and Policies
Timeline for Completion: January 2023
Critical Tasks:


Hire a qualified Human Resources Deputy Director to lead the process



Develop a working committee to review and update said rules, guidelines, and policies based on Florida Laws, Rules, Regulations, National Fire and Life Safety Standards, and Administrative Codes



Disseminate and educate personnel on completed changes and updates



Upon project completion, Human Resources will provide future communications to District personnel of
any updates or modifications, and oversee the working committee

Expected Program Results:


Sustainable policies and SOG’s for future District operations



Achieve a standardization with District policy/SOG formatting and communication



Remove duplicity in current filing system



Ensures District personnel are aware of their expectations as a public servant



Ensures the District is following current Florida Laws and Administrative Codes, coupled with National
Fire and Life Safety Standards

Division of Oversight: Human Resources
Financial Impact Analysis: Current funding is adequate to meet program needs.
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A Mulch Fire Spreads as Fire Crews Work to Contain
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8. District Analytics/Planning
Outcome: District-Wide Quality Improvements
Timeline for Completion: Recurring Annual Processes
Critical Tasks:


Continue to enhance our Information Technology Divisions’ reporting capabilities

¾ ′

Image Trend Elite

¾ ′

DECCAN

¾ ′

First Watch



Implement a program management philosophy to augment District operations – to include project
management disciplines

Expected Program Results:


Improved District Operations – Remove program redundancies



Reduced management overload



Increased Planning Capabilities – short and long-term



District program integration and functional capabilities



Program validation and organization alignment

Division of Oversight: Fire Administration
Financial Impact Analysis: None for the current fiscal year, but future funding requirements are predicated on technological/program requirements.

Our Team of Medical
Directors Keep our Personnel
Well-Trained to Administer
Advanced Practice Medicine
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community-developed standards. We sincerely believe that through our mutual working partnership, the fire-rescue district and
constituency will achieve public safety excellence.

External Stakeholder Group
Arnold Klinsky
Bill Keip
David Galloway
Gail Dolan
Lewis Schoenwetter

Paul Feuer
Richard Hoffman
Shirley Cothran
Trent Waterhouse
William Gordy

Internal Stakeholder Group
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Battalion Chief Al Duffy
Battalion Chief Erik Espineta
Battalion Chief Frank Messana
Battalion Chief Ryan Paige
Chantel Messina
Captain Todd Riggall
Firefighter Jodi VanSickle
Engineer Mike Spicuzza
Executive Director Sal D’Angelo
Natali Betancur

Fire Chief James Cunningham
Fire Plan Examiner Daniel Zunzunegui
Firefighter Derek Leverant
Fire Marshal Dale Fey
Firefighter Wes Philips
Firefighter William Szczepkowski
Lieutenant Ken Duffy
Lieutenant Richard Bassing
Margie Guhne
Mary Erickson

Specialized Technical Rescue Response
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HONOR - SERVICE - PRIDE

ACRONYMS

WORKS CITED

ALS: Advanced Life Support

ICMA: Managing Fire-Rescue Services

ARFF: Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting

Kaoru Ishikawa Quality Circles

CFAI: Commission on Fire Department Accreditation International

Dr. W. Edwards Deming: PDSA Cycle (Shewhart Cycle)

COPCN: Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

Economic and Scientific Section (ESS) group / Dr. W. Edwards Deming: Kaizen

CPI: Cost Performance Improvement

Joseph Juran: Pareto Principle and Breakthrough

CPSE: Center for Public Safety Excellence

Center for Disease Control: Public Health at the Local, State, National, and Global Levels

EMS: Emergency Medical Services

Federal Emergenyc Management Agency: National Incident Management System

EMT: Emergency Medical Technician
FEMA: Federal Emergency Management Agency
GIS: Geographic Information System
HAZMAT: Hazardous Materials
IAFC: International Association of Fire Chiefs
ICMA: International City/County Managers Association
ISO: Insurance Services Office
IT: Information Technology
NFPA: National Fire Protection Association
NCFR: NORTH COLLIER FIRE CONTROL AND RESCUE DISTRICT
NIMS: National Incident Management System
PDSA: Plan-Do-Study-Act
PPE: Personal Protection Equipment
PM: Preventive Maintenance
QA: Quality Assurance
QI: Quality Improvement
SOC: Standards of Cover
SCBA: Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
SOG: Standard Operating Guideline
SWAT: Special Weapons and Tactics
SWOT: Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
TQM: Total Quality Management
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www.NorthCollierFire.com

STRATEGIC PLAN

In the implementation of this plan, the Fire Chief expects, through the involvement and input of personnel, a dedicated, unified and proactive workforce; a workforce with good character and high
moral standards; a workforce with a concern for quality; a workforce dedicated to meeting all changes and challenges that are raised by the community and evolving professional standards with honor,
excellent service and pride of workmanship.

